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From: Carmichael, Andrew E. (CIV)
To: Barsanti, Vanessa; Heinz, Jordan M.
Cc: Siegfried, Daniel I.; *prenn@lambdalegal.org; *tborelli@lambdalegal.org; *colleen.melody@atg.wa.gov;

Stallings-Ala"ilima, Chalia (ATG); Enlow, Courtney D. (CIV); Skurnik, Matthew (CIV); Powers, James R. (CIV);
Norway, Robert M. (CIV); *Rachel@newmanlaw.com; *jason@newmanlaw.com; Rosenberg, Michael E.;
Schroeder, Joseph C.

Subject: [EXT] RE: Karnoski, et al. v. Trump, et al.
Date: Monday, November 4, 2019 1:48:45 PM
Attachments: EAS

Vanessa,

Thank you for putting this summary together.  I have included comments under each bullet point
below.  Also, please see the attached correspondence.

Best regards,

Drew

Drew Carmichael
Trial Attorney | United States Department of Justice
Civil Division | Federal Programs Branch
Tel: (202) 514-3346

From: Barsanti, Vanessa <vanessa.barsanti@kirkland.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2019 6:42 PM
To: Carmichael, Andrew E. (CIV) <ancarmic@CIV.USDOJ.GOV>; Heinz, Jordan M.
<jheinz@kirkland.com>
Cc: Siegfried, Daniel I. <daniel.siegfried@kirkland.com>; *prenn@lambdalegal.org
<prenn@lambdalegal.org>; *tborelli@lambdalegal.org <tborelli@lambdalegal.org>;
*colleen.melody@atg.wa.gov <colleen.melody@atg.wa.gov>; Stallings-Ala'ilima, Chalia (ATG)
<Chalia.SA@atg.wa.gov>; Enlow, Courtney D. (CIV) <cenlow@CIV.USDOJ.GOV>; Skurnik,
Matthew (CIV) <maskurni@CIV.USDOJ.GOV>; Powers, James R. (CIV)
<jpowers@CIV.USDOJ.GOV>; Norway, Robert M. (CIV) <rnorway@CIV.USDOJ.GOV>;
*Rachel@newmanlaw.com <Rachel@newmanlaw.com>; *jason@newmanlaw.com
<jason@newmanlaw.com>; Rosenberg, Michael E. <michael.rosenberg@kirkland.com>;
Schroeder, Joseph C. <joseph.schroeder@kirkland.com>
Subject: RE: Karnoski, et al. v. Trump, et al.

Drew,
Thank you for this email and for speaking with us on Tuesday. I’ve summarized below our
understanding of the parties’ positions on the discovery disputes and issues that we discussed
during Tuesday’s call. If you believe the summary contains any material errors or omissions,
or if the government wishes to discuss any of these issues further, please let us know as soon
as possible.
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1.      The Department of Defense agrees to release all previously withheld
communications with William Woodruff and expects to produce them by Friday,
Nov. 1;

Yes.  They were included in Friday’s production.

2.      Your client agrees to provide a complete list of the custodians whose
documents it searched in connection with Plaintiffs’ Requests For Production; the
list will include the following information for each custodian:

a.      Custodian Name
b.      Title
c.      Department
d.      Terms Searched by Custodian
e.      Date Range Searched by Term Searched

I have asked the Military Services and the Coast Guard to provide additional
information on these topics.  I expect there to be some exceptions as there are
several minor custodians that may not be included because they have very little
if any relevance to the present litigation.  For example, there was a collection
at the Naval Academy based on the allegations in the related Doe litigation and
information from that collection is not relevant to any issue in Karnoski

3.      You will confirm whether you have collected documents from all
custodians listed in categories (1) and (2) on page 2 of my September 27, 2019
letter.  That is each member of the Panel of Experts and each leader(s), chair(s), or
person(s) in charge of each working group that provided support to the PoE.

Yes.  DoD and the Military Services are working on this now.

4.      You confirmed that you have not collected from all individuals listed in
categories (3) and (4) on page 2 of my September 27, 2019 letter, which are the
authors/reviewers of the February 2018 Memorandum and the Report and
Recommendations.

I confirmed that there was not a collection from Department of Justice
attorneys (such as myself).  As to DoD and the Military Services, we are not
answering this question based on the same privilege objections we have
asserted in Interrogatories 16-19.  Therefore, I suggest that we postpone
further discussions on this issue until after the Court rules on Plaintiffs’
pending motion as the Court’s ruling may resolve the issue. 

5.      With regards to each of the RFPs identified in my September 27 letter on
pages 4-5 under the header “Records Requiring Targeted Collections” (RFP Nos.
11, 12, 16-17, 26, 36, and 47-54), you indicated that you will provide information
regarding whether your client has searched for these records;
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We will provide additional information regarding DoD’s and the Military
Services’ search and collection of documents responsive to (RFP Nos. 11, 12,
16-17, 26, 36, and 47-54). 

6.      Beyond what’s stated above, your client will not perform any additional
collections or searches to identify documents responsive to Plaintiffs’ document
requests. Your client will not make searches across all custodians consistent with
respect to search terms and date ranges, and it will not run any of the additional
search terms requested by Plaintiffs;

That is correct.  DoD and the Military Services believe that their collection,
searches and production of materials in this and the related litigation already
go well beyond what the case law and the Federal Rules require and except
where noted in my October 30, 2019 email (below) will not agree to conduct
additional collections or searches.   We note that the original search and
collection process in this case took approximately 8 months and was extremely
costly in time, money and manpower resources.  The additional collections
and searches you propose (nearly a year after the original search and collection
process concluded) would likely take months to complete, would cost a
signification amount of additional resources, and would likely provide no
additional relevant information.

7.      With respect to Plaintiffs’ October 7 letter re: production of third-party
communications, your client agrees to identify the individuals it believes are not
third parties and divide Plaintiffs’ list into those that are third parties and those
that are not.  You intend to share these lists with Plaintiffs and inform Plaintiffs
whether Defendants will waive their claims of privilege over communications
with third parties. Please provide this information by November 8;

Please see attached correspondence regarding Plaintiffs’ October 7, 2019 letter.

8.      You agreed to review the specific examples of non-responsive slipsheets
provided in Plaintiffs’ September 27 letter, but your client will not conduct a
broader review to ensure all responsive documents have been produced. Please
provide the results of your review by November 8;

DoD and the Military Services will review the specific examples of non-
responsive slipsheets provided in Plaintiffs’ September 27 letter.  DoD and the
Military Services previously reviewed all documents in their collection for
responsiveness as detailed in the Declaration of Robert Easton, see Dkt. 371-2,
Dkt. 381-1, and the draft declarations from the Military Services I provided to
you on Monday, October 28, 2019.  DoD and the Military Services will not
conduct a re-review of all documents it previously determined were non-
responsive as that process would be extremely burdensome—likely taking
several months to complete—and would likely provide no additional relevant
information to Plaintiffs.  If DoD and the Military Services release additional
documents pursuant to its review of the specific examples you have provided,
I expect them to be in the November 22, 2019 production.

9.      The parties have agreed that neither side will move to compel or move for a
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protective order regarding Interrogatory Nos. 16-19 until after the Court rules on
Plaintiffs’ pending motion regarding the deliberative process privilege. With
respect to Defendants’ responses to the other interrogatories at issue in Jordan
Heinz’s September 27 letter, your client stands on their objections and does not
plan to amend its responses to Plaintiffs’ interrogatories.

That is correct.  Also please see bullet 4 above.

10.  Your client will not consent to use the expedited procedure set forth in Local
Rule 37(a)(2) to resolve the parties’ remaining disputes.

That is correct.

Thank you,

Vanessa Barsanti
-----------------------------------------------------
KIRKLAND & ELLIS LLP
300 North LaSalle, Chicago, IL 60654
T +1 312 862 2205
F +1 312 862 2200

-----------------------------------------------------
vanessa.barsanti@kirkland.com

From: Carmichael, Andrew E. (CIV) <Andrew.E.Carmichael@usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2019 1:24 PM
To: Heinz, Jordan M. <jheinz@kirkland.com>; Barsanti, Vanessa
<vanessa.barsanti@kirkland.com>
Cc: Siegfried, Daniel I. <daniel.siegfried@kirkland.com>; *prenn@lambdalegal.org
<prenn@lambdalegal.org>; *tborelli@lambdalegal.org <tborelli@lambdalegal.org>;
*colleen.melody@atg.wa.gov <colleen.melody@atg.wa.gov>; Stallings-Ala'ilima, Chalia (ATG)
<Chalia.SA@atg.wa.gov>; Enlow, Courtney D. (CIV) <Courtney.D.Enlow@usdoj.gov>; Skurnik,
Matthew (CIV) <Matthew.Skurnik@usdoj.gov>; Powers, James R. (CIV)
<James.R.Powers@usdoj.gov>; Norway, Robert M. (CIV) <Robert.M.Norway@usdoj.gov>
Subject: [EXT] RE: Karnoski, et al. v. Trump, et al.

Jordan and Vanessa,

Thank you for the call yesterday.  As discussed, I will get additional information from the Military
Services regarding the custodians in an effort to answer many of the specific questions you pose
on pages 1 and 2 of your September 27, 2019 letter.

Finally, please see below a series of requests by the Plaintiffs in the related Doe litigation.  We have
agreed to search for and produce documents respons
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Attachments:
Karnoski v. Trump - Letter in Response to Oct 7 Letter 11.4.19.pdf (213711 Bytes)
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       U.S. Department of Justice 
 Civil Division, Federal Program Branch 
 
  

 
 

Andrew E. Carmichael Tel: (202) 514-3346 
Trial Attorney Email: Andrew.E.Carmichael@usdoj.gov 
  
 November 4, 2019 
 
By Email 
 
Vanessa Barsanti 
Kirkland & Ellis LLP 
300 North LaSalle 
Chicago, IL 60654 
 

Counsel for Plaintiffs 
 

Re: Your Letter of October 7, 2019 in Karnoski v. Trump, No. 17-1297  
 
Dear Vanessa,  
 
 I write in response to your letter of October 7, 2019, which purports to challenge DoD’s 
withholding of “communications with and documents shared with several third parties” under the 
deliberative process or attorney-client privileges.  Your letter notes 14 individuals and also 
incorporates an Exhibit A, which contains hundreds of names and email addresses.  Your letter 
does not refer to any specific privilege log entries nor does it contain any details about particular 
documents to which you object to Defendants’ invocation of privilege.  For the reasons set forth 
below, Defendants will not undertake an unduly burdensome review of the entries identified in 
Exhibit A.   
 
 To begin, Plaintiffs appear to have made no serious effort to narrow this dispute before 
transmitting their letter.  Exhibit A purports to contain entries from the privilege log “that appear 
to represent communications with third parties” but even a cursory review by undersigned 
counsel indicates that this is not true as to numerous entries.  For example, Exhibit A contains 
references to no less than: the current and most recent former Secretaries of Defense (“Esper, 
Mark T.” and “Jim Mattis jimmattis@jimmattis.com”), two DOJ counsel of record in this case 
(“Brinton Lucas” and “Ryan Parker”), and numerous attendees at meetings of the Panel of 
Experts, all of whom have been previously identified in Defendants’ discovery responses.  
Defendants need not undertake a burdensome review of the hundreds of entries in Exhibit A 
where Plaintiffs appear not to have made even a passing effort to consult, for example, 
Defendants’ responses to Plaintiffs’ interrogatories to determine whether the individuals they 
have supposed are third parties are, in fact, employees or officials of the Department of Defense 
or Military Services. 
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 Even if Defendants undertook this review, it is unclear what doing so would accomplish 
where Plaintiffs have provided no information about the particular privilege log entries they 
challenge.  A one-size-fits-all analysis with respect to the deliberative process privilege and third 
party communications is not possible.  Instead, for example, information generated by third 
parties may be protected by the privilege where it is solicited by the agency as part of its 
deliberative process.  See, e.g., Public Citizen, Inc. v. Dep’t of Justice, 111 F.3d 168, 171 (D.C. 
Cir. 1997) (“If it is to effectively deliberate, an agency may need or want to enlist the help of 
outside experts skilled at unravelling the knotty complexities of problems outside their ken.” 
(citation and alterations omitted)); Ryan v. Dep’t of Justice, 617 F.2d 781, 789 (D.C. Cir. 1980) 
(“Such consultations [with outside consultants] are an integral part of [an agency’s] deliberative 
process . . . .”); National Institute of Military Justice v. Department of Defense, 512 F.3d 677, 
681 (D.C. Cir. 2008).  Even if Defendants were to confirm that particular entries in Exhibit A 
correspond to third parties that would be of little consequence without Plaintiffs pointing to 
specific privilege log entries to provide Defendants a basis to determine the context for the 
assertion of privilege.  Additionally, as to persons that were previously employed by DoD, the 
date of the document is essential, as it would determine whether the individual was part of the 
agency at the time the privileged document was transmitted.   
   
 Nonetheless, as to the 14 individuals identified in your letter itself, Defendants will 
investigate further and provide additional information about their identities, which may be of use 
in determining whether you intend to dispute any particular privilege assertions by Defendants.  I 
note that at least one of the individuals identified in your letter, Dave Gruber, is an employee of 
the Department of Defense, identified as such in Defendants’ interrogatory responses. 
 
 We will be in touch as soon as practicable with additional information about the 13 other 
individuals identified in your letter.  
 
       Sincerely,  
       /s/ 
       Andrew E. Carmichael 
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